ABSTRACT

Designing from an ecological perspective provides insights and reframes the creative process. Looking to nature is not new to the design professions, but the planned translation of design principles derived from nature to solve man-made solutions is relatively new. This keynote will offer examples, in projects and methodology, where biomimicry frames a technology transfer, opening new insights to resilience and sustainability.

In Haiti, a new children's center uses mother-daughter branching for structural and cultural meaning, in Brazil the multi-functionalism of a keystone species inspires a building envelope to produce a rain cloud to improve a local micro-climate. In China, a district master plan meets daylight access requirements patterned after the structural diversity of the forest it replaced, while low-flow multi-path channels manage water. In the California desert, a transit facility is informed by survival strategies of local desert plants to achieve net-zero energy. These examples and more illustrate how design trajectories shifted at key moments through a curiosity-based, ecologically-driven design approach.
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